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Three years ago, Ernst & Young pioneered a ground-

breaking study into private equity (PE) value creation.

Examining the 100 largest PE exits in Europe, we found that PE investors create

real value in the companies they own and explored some of the key ways they do it. 

Ernst & Young’s approach combined the use of an unbiased sample with rigorous 

market analysis and unprecedented access to the investors of these businesses.

Now an annual undertaking, Ernst & Young’s study has expanded in scope and 

signifi cance. Last year, the study considered the top 100 exits in North America and 

Europe. This year brings the fi rst global study, which includes the largest Asian exits

in the sample, and refl ects the growing global presence of PE.

Alongside 2005 and 2006, most of 2007 was a great time for PE to exit investments 

and take full advantage of favorable market conditions; our study results show once 

again that the largest businesses owned by PE grew strongly. However, the future 

success of new investments made in 2007 will be tested by increasing economic 

uncertainty. We have set this year’s report in the context of the current credit crunch 

and concerns about a general slowdown in global mergers and acquisitions. While few 

businesses are immune to macroeconomic conditions, our results support previous 

years’ fi ndings that PE-owned businesses outperform public company benchmarks,

and may therefore fare relatively well. 

We have added new areas of investigation this year, in particular productivity 

improvements and the impact of different PE investment rationales. With an increasing 

global dataset, we have also delved more deeply into results by country and sector.

This study was created to provide Ernst & Young’s private equity clients with objective 

performance comparisons, market benchmarks and insights into the methods of 

managing the largest PE portfolio companies in the world. 

At the same time, the study has broader ramifi cations. The fi ndings address a broad 

public interest in understanding how PE fi rms achieve superior investment returns.

In addition, many PE practices, from portfolio management to incentive structures, are 

relevant to the corporate domain. This report offers a balanced view of leading-edge

PE stewardship, and of missed opportunities as well.

As in previous years, this report represents a high-level summary with a more detailed 

analysis available to study participants. It presents an overview of PE industry 

performance and highlights emerging trends. As we continue to expand Ernst & Young’s 

program, future thought leadership will explore in-depth specifi c techniques and 

approaches used by PE fi rms to drive value.

We hope that this study of 2007 global exits, Beyond the credit crunch, will prove 

timely, valuable and relevant to the changing market landscape. 

Yours sincerely,

Simon Perry

Global Head of Private Equity  

Foreword

Ernst & Young, How do private equity investors create value?
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Highlights

Private equity continues to go global

•  Three Asian deals make it into the global top 100 exits in 2007 

The value case stands

•  2007 exits grew enterprise value at 24%, double that of public 

company benchmarks

•  2007 exits grew EBITDA1 33% faster than public company 

benchmarks

•  US$500m–US$1b deals were the strongest performers

Sectors and geographies matter

•  Germany proved the most successful geographic location

•  The highest growth in enterprise value came in the technology 

and telecoms sectors

Sources of acquisition matter

•  Private company acquisitions performed the best at 32% 

enterprise value growth

•  Take privates2 were the least well performing at 17% 

enterprise value growth 

•  Acquisitions from PE in North America have risen from 8% in 

2006 to 32% in 2007

Productivity in focus

•  2007 exits had 33% higher productivity levels than public 

company benchmarks

Investment rationales

•  84% of the study sample pursued organic growth strategies and 

delivered faster profi t growth than public company benchmarks

•  Buy and build strategies, which made up the remaining

portion of the sample, showed the greatest outperformance

in profi t growth

1 EBITDA = earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization 

2 Take privates: deals where PE acquires publicly listed businesses 
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Executive summary

2007 saw the peak of a halcyon period for private equity.

PE fund-raising, deal volumes and exit returns broke records 

following several years of a worldwide M&A boom. However, in 

the second half of the year, the industry was buffeted by the 

sudden credit crunch and mounting economic uncertainty. 

Ernst & Young’s 2007 global private equity study, How do private 

equity investors create value?, examines the year’s 100 largest 

PE exits in Europe, North America and Asia. Now in its third year, 

the study reaffi rms earlier fi ndings that the largest businesses 

owned by PE outperform public company benchmarks, and 

that PE investors create real value in their portfolio businesses. 

Based on a combination of market data, detailed interviews with 

PE investors responsible for the 100 largest exits and analysis 

drawing on hundreds of data points over three years, the 2007 

study has assembled a rich picture of PE performance and 

method. In greater detail than ever, it explores the sources of

PE success. 

Outperformance was consistent across geographies and industry 

sectors for businesses of all sizes within the top 100 global 

exits. While PE deal volume and deal returns will likely decline 

in 2008 and potentially beyond, the essential strengths of the 

PE business model should continue to propel value creation for 

portfolio companies.

The study’s depth of information and clearly defi ned sample 

enable a layered, balanced understanding of the PE model. 

Considering the initial investment rationale of each exit for the 

fi rst time this year is revealing. Such analysis helps identify the 

factors contributing to value creation, from cost reduction to 

organic growth, depending on strategic intent. New productivity 

data shows positive growth versus public company benchmarks. 

All this constitutes a powerful reminder of the varied nature of the 

PE industry, and the facts counter continuing myths that cheap 

debt and cost cutting are the chief drivers of PE prosperity. 

PE fi rms proved their ability to sell businesses for much more 

than their original investment. Behind this, the PE business 

model is based on active ownership, rapid organizational change 

and powerful incentives. The Ernst & Young study provides 

perspective on how PE owners align incentives, revise business 

plans, improve operations and strengthen management. Real 

business improvements, along with PE’s focus on proactive 

buying and selling and its disciplined approach to organizational 

governance, build real value.

As global M&A activity slows and lenders tighten the reins on 

low-cost fi nancing, can PE fi rms continue to create value for the 

companies under their stewardship? Today, only the best deals 

are fi nding their way to market. The heady multiples on exits 

have stopped climbing and many expect lower prices. 

Yet where PE success is concerned, leverage and multiple 

expansion are not the whole story. On the contrary,

Ernst & Young’s study shows many drivers of PE success 

manifested in the data. These proven drivers include market 

nimbleness, adaptability to changing conditions, broad 

experience with varied investment rationales, effective 

governance and increasing prowess at operational

improvements to accelerate business growth. 

While today’s market poses serious challenges, the facts and 

fi ndings of the 2007 study strongly argue that PE investors 

do have the skills that will enable them to add value to their 

portfolio companies and position the industry for long-term 

sustainability well beyond the credit crunch. 

Ernst & Young, How do private equity investors create value?
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In 2007, businesses sold by PE fi rms outperformed public companies in the 

creation of value according to growth in four key fi nancial metrics: enterprise 

value3 (EV), profi ts (measured by EBITDA), valuation multiples and productivity. 

In addition, Ernst & Young analyzed the data by market segments and provenance, 

and considered the data in light of the current market. 

Enterprise value

Building business value, of course, is the ultimate goal of all profi t-oriented business 

owners. This holds for public and private companies as well as PE. Thus, enterprise 

value is the key metric for the purposes of this study. It is also the metric most readily 

gauged against public company benchmarks. 

Enterprise value has many components. While profi ts, productivity and valuation 

multiples are three signifi cant metrics on their own, they are also important drivers of EV.

In 2007, EV for the 100 largest global PE exits grew at an impressive compound annual 

growth rate (CAGR) of 24%, double the rate of public company counterparts (Fig. 1). 

This result slightly bettered that of the previous year, when 23% EV CAGR for the top 100 

compared with 13% for public company benchmarks. 

3 Enterprise value = the market value of a company plus net debt 

Fig. 1: PE-owned businesses outperformed

public company benchmarks

2006 2007

Public company

benchmark

PE

out-performance

10% 

Total=23% EV Growth

1%

Increase of

2007 vs 2006

Total=24% EV Growth

13% 

12% 

12% 

The value case stands

PE exits grew at a CAGR

of 24%, double the rate of 

public company counterparts
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Fig. 2: PE-owned businesses outperformed across all deal sizes
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This dramatic showing applied to exits of all sizes within the sample. The largest exits 

in the sample showed a 21% EV CAGR, and perhaps were not expected to do as well 

because of the perceived diffi culty of adding a signifi cant percentage of value to such 

already large and well-established businesses. 

The smaller deals demonstrated the strongest growth in EV(Fig. 2). Interestingly, 

such middle market deals may be the most promising PE opportunities in the coming 

months, as they will likely be comparatively easier to fi nance.

Ernst & Young, How do private equity investors create value?
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Market segments

PE exits outperformed public company benchmarks across all major industry sectors

and in virtually every market around the globe, with the exception of Northern Europe,

in 2006 and 2007 (Fig. 3). 

Over the past two years, Germany, one of the most active national markets for PE, has 

seen the largest performance differential, with a 29% EV growth for PE exits dwarfi ng 

the 9% EV of public company benchmarks. Among industry sectors, technology and 

telecommunications companies proved to be the best-performing exits, boasting 

30% EV growth compared to 10% for comparable publicly held technology and 

telecommunications businesses (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4: ...and in most sectors
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Fig. 3: PE outperformed in most markets around the world...
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Provenance

Slicing the sample by the initial provenance of the portfolio companies yielded positive 

but less consistent results. Businesses acquired from private owners (non-PE), 

corporations and other PE fi rms all prospered in PE hands relative to the public company 

benchmarks. Those bought from private owners did best, growing EV at 32% per annum 

(Fig. 5). But PE fi rms made less impact on their buyouts of formerly listed companies. 

These grew at 17%, and had the lowest level of outperformance versus public company 

benchmarks – an interesting point for shareholders in public companies to consider.

Secondary buyouts, in which PE fi rms purchase portfolio companies from other PE 

investors, were a signifi cant source of deals, making up 32% of the combined 2006 and 

2007 exit samples compared with just 19% originally bought from public stock markets. 

Despite public perceptions, the data attests that secondary buyouts do well in the care 

of a second PE owner – growing EV by an average 27%. 

Clearly, these are not examples of simply passing the assets between funds but of 

sequential business value creation. The ability of PE fi rms to further extract value from 

others’ portfolio companies offers continuing opportunities to buy, improve and sell in 

a slow market. In fact, secondary buyouts remain a sustainably high proportion of the 

exits in Europe at 29% in both 2006 and 2007, but most notable is the distinct increase 

in secondary exits in North America, up from 8% in 2006 to 32% in 2007. 

Fig. 5: Highest growth was achieved in businesses bought from private owner
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Ernst & Young, How do private equity investors create value?
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Supporting metrics

When we examine profi t growth and multiple expansion, two of 

the key drivers of enterprise value growth, the story is much 

the same. One key measure of profi t growth, EBITDA CAGR, for 

private equity exits approached 16% last year, compared with 

just over 10% for public companies (Fig. 6). PE businesses also 

displayed a fundamental edge in multiple growth. 

Fig. 6: EBITDA growth increased in 2007 and 2006;

PE-owned companies outperformed

2006 2007
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Productivity

On average across the sample, companies in the study also grew 

productivity (Fig. 7). This is signifi cant in that productivity, the 

ratio of production inputs to revenue, profi t or other outputs, is 

a hallmark of business improvement and sustainability – a fourth 

metric that adds to enterprise value. 

PE investors increased revenue while managing costs and 

headcount, thereby outperforming public benchmarks in 

productivity. Even in the businesses in the study that clearly 

added employees, the ratio of EBITDA to headcount often 

improved. This fi nding underscores private equity investors’ 

ability to drive effective business improvement.
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Market impact

2007, of course, was the height of the booming market. With high prices, PE fi rms 

racked up unprecedented transaction multiples4 in portfolio exits last year. Asked to 

explain exits that realized more than expected, PE investors in the study most often 

cited favorable market conditions.

Indeed, some PE fi rms took advantage of the cycle to accelerate exits, becoming net 

sellers by design, according to interviews with investors who were responsible for these 

portfolio businesses. A few, suspecting that prices were “too good to be true” and 

perhaps anticipating a downturn, joined the exit stampede. 

The ability to select favorable exit timing and to be nimble sellers is a source of PE 

success, as previous studies in this series have found. “When there’s a good opportunity 

to sell, take it,” said one investment manager, “even if you think there is still value in 

the business and had planned on holding longer.”  

Still, selling at a time of high transaction multiples is just one side of the story.

The Ernst & Young study shows that PE success is also based fi rmly on business 

fundamentals, not simply on riding the market wave. Signifi cant value creation can still be 

seen in the global 100 exits, even after adjusting for the market fervor that drove up prices.

In 2007, more than half of all multiple growth charted for the top exits was attributable 

to the success of strategies implemented under PE ownership. Strategic repositioning 

into more attractive areas, a track record of improved profi ts and cash fl ows, 

demonstration of better growth prospects, and contracts to underpin more certain cash 

fl ows – all contributed to multiple growth, as well as market factors. Put simply, after 

owning them for several years, it is clear that PE investors sold better businesses than 

they had acquired.

4 Transaction multiple = EV/EBITDA

Ernst & Young, How do private equity investors create value?
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The facts speak for themselves

In addition to calculating key performance metrics, the study tracked each of the 

exits in a number of different ways – by hold period, investment rationales, internal 

growth initiatives, quartile performance and other criteria. Analyzing the data this 

way reveals the story of PE value creation. 

Investment rationales

Differentiating between the various investment rationales is especially useful in 

understanding PE success. Examining performance by investment rationale also points 

to strengths and weaknesses of each strategy and the likely performance of similar 

strategies in the future.

Nearly all companies in the Ernst & Young study were acquired with one of three 

underlying investment rationales. While all three yielded EV growth that outperformed 

the public company indices (Fig. 8), value creation opportunities varied from one 

rationale to another. 

A large number of businesses – 47% of the combined 2006 and 2007 sample – had as 

their goal “invest in growth.” This strategy proactively targets growth companies and/

or growth sectors. Such PE investments signifi cantly outperformed public benchmarks 

in 4 key areas: EBITDA growth by 7%; in employment and productivity growth by 2% and 

4%5 respectively, and in EV growth by 12%. Growth businesses with good track records, 

particularly those in noncyclical sectors, will attract fi nancing. But business growth 

may languish in an economic slowdown, making pricing alignment between sellers and 

buyers more diffi cult.

A second investment rationale was “increase value of core business.” This applied to 

37% of the companies in the study. Such investments, often corporate disposals, called 

for turnaround or restructuring expertise. They outperformed public benchmarks by 

3% in EBITDA growth – refl ecting the timeframe and challenge of improving operations 

– as well as an additional 10% in EV growth. PE skill at growing productivity showed in 

these investments, but growth in employment, perhaps not surprisingly, was low. Such 

investing opportunities may proliferate in troubled economic times, when unwanted 

business assets fi nd their way to market – but can be more risky than other types of 

deals and harder to fi nance.

So-called “buy and build” deals, also known as roll-ups, rely on M&A to add value 

to platform companies. Only 16% of the exits in the sample were acquired for this 

rationale. This approach often requires paying a strategic price for compatible 

acquisitions, and so, while EBITDA growth (17%) and EV growth (25%) were fast, 

about 40% of this growth was due to acquisitions. Multiple expansion and productivity 

growth were limited for buy and build deals, although in the US in particular, a formula 

of leveraging the capabilities of the platform company while managing costs within the 

roll-up acquisitions was noted to have increased productivity over time. Beneath the 

headline growth rates, the fi ndings show that most of these M&A-led strategies were 

successfully implemented and delivered attractive returns to investors.

5 EBITDA per employee productivity outperformance = 4%
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Investing in growth, more jobs, productivity measures, M&A

roll-ups – can this be PE? Slicing the data by investment rationale 

makes it clear that, while fi nancial acumen, cost cutting and 

timing remain important to the mix, private equity fi rms should 

not be stereotyped as primarily fi nancial engineers who play

the markets. 

Slow market strategies

Indeed, a close examination of the study data suggests that PE 

has driven successful outcomes across market fl uctuations in

the past.

The study team looked at those businesses in the sample that 

were sold after relatively long hold times. They theorized that 

such companies may have been held in response to down 

markets, and that their exit performance would illuminate 

related PE strategies.

The 2006 and 2007 studies did not appear to validate the thesis. 

Overall, businesses sold in 2006 and 2007 after hold periods

of six years or more underperformed benchmarks on EV growth 

and EBITDA growth - weak performers rather than business

cycle hostages. 

However, an earlier data set of European exits proved fruitful. In 

the rapidly improving exit market of 2005, PE fi rms sold a large 

number of businesses acquired at the previous market high of 

1999-2000. These were good businesses, generating healthy 

profi ts growth, which were held longer than usual until favorable 

exit conditions recurred. This could well be a likely PE strategy 

going forward. 

Unless the current credit crunch becomes a prolonged recession, 

top PE investors have the resilience to wait, directing their 

energies toward further value creation while waiting for the 

market to return.

Fig. 8: Growth strategies delivered fastest profit growth
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Ernst & Young, How do private equity investors create value?
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Driving step-change in value

How does PE do it? PE investors bring a unique business model and an effective 

toolkit to the job. 

The PE business model has a straightforward goal: to build business value as much 

as possible within a defi ned time frame, typically several years. In contrast to public 

companies, who typically own businesses in presumed perpetuity, PE fi rms seek to sell 

all of the businesses they own. This shapes a PE investment at every stage. PE fi rms 

carefully search out the few targets that present opportunities to apply the PE model. 

Throughout the ownership period, PE stewardship is relentlessly focused on improving 

the aspects of the business that will increase its value to new owners. PE investors’ use 

of leverage helps drive this focus and discipline. Also, incentives between investors and 

management are fully aligned. 

Establishing a structure in which both investors and key managers share a common 

ownership vision, and are motivated to maximize value, is more critical than any one 

business intervention. In some of the most successful deals in the study, changing the 

ownership structure was all it took to recharge the business. But when changes are 

deemed necessary, PE brings a highly effective set of tools and methods. The following 

brief description of these refl ects a wealth of detail in the study, to be discussed in 

greater depth in future reports. 

Proactive buying

Buying well continues to be a key element of PE success. The study found that 82% 

of the 2007 sample companies were originated proactively via relationships with the 

target’s management, calls from the PE fi rm’s network or company and sector tracking. 

Sector focus is very important, creating advantage when buying and owning. 

Early, broad and thorough due diligence, refl ecting a full scope analysis of fi nancial 

and non-fi nancial issues, also drove superior performance. As one PE investor put it, 

“Spending on due diligence should be proportionate to the complexity of the business…

to avoid the trap of being penny-wise but pound-foolish.” 

Incentives and management

Incentives that motivate managers to “behave like owners” are at the heart of the PE 

value proposition. Having the right people in place is critical to success. PE investors 

retain senior managers capable of driving value growth and replace those not up to

the task, sometimes installing teams they have worked with previously. Attractive 

incentive packages enable top PE fi rms to hire and learn from some of the world’s best 

corporate managers. 

Evaluation of existing management early on – with a decision made several months 

before closing on the deal – emerged as a best practice in the study. Refl ecting on 

lessons learned, a common thread among PE investors was “we should have changed 

management sooner.”

Key managers share a 

common ownership vision, 

and are motivated to 

maximize value
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Aggressive business plan

Insisting on an ambitious yet achievable business plan was a 

success factor for the study sample. PE investors evaluate the 

plan along with the management team, changing it if necessary.

In the most successful exits, the quality of senior management 

was linked to the quality of the plan. In those cases, PE investors 

had either retained the existing management and plan or brought 

in a new management and plan – to keep a tight link between 

design and delivery. 

Business improvement and growth

Business improvement was critical to top PE exit performance

in 2007. For the 2007 global exits, portfolio company ownership 

was marked by strong strategic, management and operational 

capability. Focus on organic growth was an important element 

(Fig. 9). Such strategies as geographical expansion, improved 

selling and introduction of new products had measurable

impact. PE investors also achieved growth through acquisitions 

and restructuring. 

Governance

PE investors employ a unique, hands-on governance model.

It includes constant and keen oversight, defi ned goals and timing, 

disciplined decision-making and deep resources. “We were all over 

the details,” recalled one investor. Said another, “We didn’t just 

have a plan. We implemented it.” 

Realizing value

Selling well is a central theme in the PE value proposition. As an 

investor commented, “Timing is everything – whether by design 

or by luck.” In a market reeling from the credit crunch and 

economic uncertainty, sellers will need large draughts of both. 

The functional building blocks of the PE model – proactive 

buying, aligned incentives and strong management, an 

aggressive business plan, business improvement and growth, 

governance and skillful selling – will be more important than ever 

in the coming months and years. 

Adaptive strategies are already in evidence. PE investors, 

expecting to hold assets longer, are working to draw more 

improvements and profi ts from them. Operational improvement 

skills continue to strengthen in large PE fi rms, with better 

revenue generation and operational effi ciency contributing to 

EBITDA growth. The market will continue to drive and reward 

this emphasis. In terms of exits, with limited IPO opportunities, 

PE sellers are shifting attention to cash-rich corporates, 

sovereign wealth funds and infrastructure funds. Their appetite 

and purchasing power may support PE sellers. 

Fig. 9: An increasing focus on driving organic revenue

growth to grow EBITDA
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“We didn’t just have a plan. 

We implemented it.”

“Timing is everything –

whether by design or by luck.”

Ernst & Young, How do private equity investors create value?
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Outlook: sustainability

Private equity has prospered in the booming M&A market of the last fi ve years. 

That period of infi nite opportunity driven by the cheap debt market and continuing 

economic growth is gone for now. PE fi rms expect to hold investments longer and 

to see slower or negative valuation multiple growth. Both of these factors are likely 

to reduce returns on future exits. Macroeconomic uncertainty and the impact of a 

potential worldwide slowdown of profi t growth make for an even poorer outlook. 

In this environment, PE fi rms will need to hone their portfolio management practices – 

particularly in relation to troubled investments, given the increasing scrutiny of media, 

unions and governments. Selling well will be trickier, involving longer time frames and

adjusted expectations.

In spite of the challenges, the proven ability of PE to outperform public companies on 

key metrics strongly suggests that the industry can manage a slowdown and position 

itself to advantage when the market returns. Indeed, the study highlights some 

potential bright spots and opportunities.

For one thing, although PE has gained a global presence and is represented in all major 

industry sectors, it has not spread its wings as far as it might. The best PE investors 

have proved that they can deliver superior profi ts and value growth. Yet in such sectors 

as mining, energy and fi nancial services, PE-owned businesses make up only a tiny 

percentage of the overall market capitalizations.

PE fi rms are also seeking opportunities in new geographies – where investors must 

often accept less than full equity control of acquisitions. PE portfolios and business 

growth profi les will change under these conditions.

New exit routes also may offer opportunities to realize value. Secondary buyouts are 

increasing. Sovereign wealth funds and infrastructure investors have appeared as buyers 

of a small minority of exits in the study, but could become a stronger presence. At the 

same time, PE fl exibility on exit timing allows the fi rms to wait until markets improve.

The Ernst & Young study indicates that the PE value creation model is powerful and 

sustainable. Near-term questions, of course, remain in an environment in which it is 

more diffi cult to sell, to own and to buy. How well will PE-owned businesses fare in 

more challenging market conditions? When will transaction multiples decline, or will 

deal volumes continue to go slow? Can PE buyers, under pressure with huge capital 

resources to invest, maintain a disciplined and focused approach? Will new asset classes 

and geographies offer scaleable growth?

As the answers unfold, the cycle must work itself through. As exit volumes contract in 

2008 and potentially beyond, fund-raising is predicted to weaken and fund returns may 

decline. However, when the market recovers, PE fi rms will be poised with a basket of 

better businesses ripe for exit.

PE fi rms will need to

hone their portfolio 

management practices

“Our sector focus allows

us to fi nd attractive niches

in our sector, irrespective

of the cycle”
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The 2007 study provides the fi rst global perspective into the performance and 

methods of private equity judged by the largest businesses it has owned. The 

sample of the year’s global 100 exits, comprising 53 exits in Germany, France,

the UK and other European nations, 44 in the US and Canada and 3 in Australia 

and Asia, refl ects the growing global reach of private equity.

Ernst & Young selected the largest 100 companies for evaluation based on entry 

enterprise value, to avoid bias that would skew the sample toward successful deals. 

In size, the smallest of the global 100 was originally acquired for $360 million, while 

more than $5 billion at entry was paid for the largest. At exit, the sample leader by size 

sold for a breathtaking $8.4 billion. All growth rates were calculated from entry to exit, 

which was on average three and a half years later.

The study is built on public data and detailed interviews. In a remarkable showing, 

private equity investors representing 70 of the 100 sample companies participated in 

the 2007 study. They spoke openly about their management of these former portfolio 

companies. Their responses to questions fl eshed out the thinking and process behind 

the numbers, and were carefully evaluated in a context of objective market data. Some 

of the deals were not viewed as successful – enabling the study team to delve deeper 

into the industry’s approach to challenges and market shifts. 

Access to top PE investors is an important distinguishing feature of this study. Another 

is the scope and depth of its research, incorporating public data and intense, rigorous 

tracking of the fl ows of equity throughout the ownership period and other performance 

indicators. With its large and growing sample, the Ernst & Young study is recognized by 

many commentators to be the authoritative work in this fi eld.

In the course of three years of the study, both quantitative and qualitative data 

from more than 300 exits around the world have been analyzed using a consistent 

methodology. In its fi rst year, the study focused on the largest 100 PE exits in

Europe. The 2006 study covered the top 100 exits in Europe as well as the top 100

in North America. 

To advance understanding of the data and the PE industry, a new grouping of global 

exits was constituted out of the 2006 data base, recalibrated according to threshold 

size as the 2007 global sample. Establishing two years of global data enabled a clearer 

view of performance and trends. In this report, citations of 2006 data refer to this 

revised sample. In summary, the analysis and insight expressed in this report refl ect the 

full weight of three years’ research.

About the study

Ernst & Young, How do private equity investors create value?
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Study team contacts

European contacts 

Harry Nicholson, London +44(0) 20 7951 5707 hnicholson@uk.ey.com 

Stefan Ostheim, Frankfurt +49(0) 6196 996 26184 stefan.ostheim@de.ey.com

Stephane Roubi, Paris +33(0) 1 55 61 05 84 stephane.roubi@fr.ey.com

Steve Routledge, London +44(0) 20 7951 4634 sroutledge@uk.ey.com 

Uwe Bühler, Frankfurt +49(0) 6196 996 26951 uwe.buehler@de.ey.com 

US contacts 

Brad Kuntz, New York +1 212 773 6774 brad.kuntz@ey.com

John O’Neill, New York +1 212 773 0538 john.o’neill@ey.com 

John Vester, New York  +1 212 773 4960 john.vester@ey.com 

Ernst & Young How do private equity investors create value?
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